Abstract
Time-Rich and Time-Poor
In affluent societies where services, products and possibilities abound, time is an important parameter. While each day still has 24 hours for everyone, the perception of time varies. Time-rich people feel they have enough or too much time while time-poor people feel time is a major constraint in their daily life. This difference in the perception of time is important to take into account in development of marketing strategy and to be included in any analysis of market segmentation, the development of products and services and the choice of market channels (cf. Kotler and Armstrong, 1997) .
Already in the 1960s, the Swedish economist Staffan Burenstam-Linder pointed out in his book "The Hurried Leisure Class" that consumption in an affluent society is limited by our scarcest resource: time. He showed that the mechanism behind time-poverty depends on the increasing amount of products in the market. His predictions such as increasing prosperity is not giving us "… peace and harmony… in reality it is in this case in contrary. The pace increases and life becomes more hectic." (Burenstam-Linder, 1969 ) are now becoming evident. The amount of products and services increases dramatically and continues to do so. His words "…not only production but also consumption demands time" are valid today and in the future.
More recently Paul Romer, professor of economics at Stanford University explained: "The decline in the cost of IT hardware has been so rapid that it's tempting to assume it explains all the changes that take place in the economy and society. But in our lifetime, we've witnessed a second price change that's as jolting as the one in hardware: The cost of time has increased. To be sure, the rate of increase in the cost of time has been much less dramatic than the rate of price declines in IT. But human time is used in every productive process and every consumption activity, so changes in the cost of time have pervasive effects on the economy and society." (Romer, 2000)
Time-Rich Market Segments
The time-rich are people/consumers with the perception that time abounds and often associates with "killing time". This group is large, larger than in any other period of human history. However, only a fraction of the time-rich is also money-rich. This group contains the following socio-economic segments:

Retired people  Children and youth  Unemployed
The main reasons for having such a large group of time-rich are:
To be retired with a pension is a new idea in a historical perspective. The number of retired people with pension is increasing rapidly. Life expectancy is also constantly increasing. In all this is an increasingly interesting segment from a commercial perspective.
In most countries, the law forbids child labour and the work debut is for every year becoming later. Many young people study and many are postponing their family and work responsibilities much longer than just a generation ago.
Many people fluctuate between time-rich and time-poor depending on the state of the economy. This group consists of the unemployed.
Time-Poor Market Segments
Most professionals and parents with small children are time-poor. Many of the time-poor perceive time as their scarcest resource and the term "saving time" is often associated with time-poor. The main reasons for having such a large group of time-poor are:

Those employed have to work hard freely or as a consequence of organizational pressure Time-poverty is associated with economic success. Work identity is for many becoming more and more important. In addition, work itself has become more exciting. It gives new challenges every day and a big dose of satisfaction. Many begin to value everything from the benefits they can get in their work-life or job career. Anthropologist Jan English-Lueck, puts it this way: "We call it techno-optimism. There is an addiction to opportunity and if you don't see it that way, why are you even here?" (Newman, 2001) Although the time-rich group is equally large, most of the interest in media is devoted to the time-poor.
The distinction between work and leisure is becoming more blurred The information technology and telecommunications give us all the possibility to work and get in touch with the office anywhere, anytime and soon even anyway. Only a few people can avoid the temptation to check the voice and e-mail messages when they are out of their office if they have the possibility to do that.
The increasing supply of goods, services and choices to fill up our time We have never before had so many choices of goods, services and activities and we must constantly take decisions at home, at work and other places. An independent job gives more degrees of freedom. Internet, TV, radio, books, games, children, parents, friends, movies, sports or shopping compete for your time and each of these activities have almost unlimited amount of choices. 
Time and Money -a Historical Perspective
The antagonism between the money-rich and the money-poor has to a large extent shaped our economic and political development.
To be rich has in different eras been expressed in various forms such as the possession of land, slaves, forest, mines, precious metals, machines or buildings, to have the right position in the administrative apparatus or today by knowledge. Historically, two groups have dominated. The minority was time-rich/money-rich and had power. The majority was time-poor/money-poor and without power.
The minority group time-rich/money-rich represented power and money but also culture, fashion and trendsetting. They accounted for the largest part of consumption of products, services and entertainment.
The vast majority of the population was time-poor/money-poor. All members of the family had to contribute to family survival. The possibilities to change one's situation were limited. People used most of their time to produce for others and themselves. They had no time or money to consume more than the essentials. Time-rich/money-poor were few. It was simply difficult to survive in this group. If somebody became sick or lost his job it easily became a catastrophe for the person himself and his whole family. In the end it could lead to famine and death.
Today, the picture is completely turned upside down. The two most dominant groups are time-poor/money-rich and time-rich/money-poor. These two groups are more or less of the same size in the developed countries.
Today's elite is time-poor/money-rich. This group is the trendsetter. People on higher positions with big salaries work more. To get to the top means more working hours, less contact with the family and old friends. Ross Gittens The time-rich/money-poor of today in most developed countries would not have been considered poor in the past. In this group we find many retired people with limited pensions, unemployed and many young people. This group is often marginalized.
Development of Broadband Access and Mobile Communication
All these efforts point towards reduction of the digital divide in the affluent societies. We are in the middle of a transitory stage that began with the introduction of Internet and ends with the full access to Internet for all citizens. Recent research shows (Jupiter Media Metrix) that:

Over 33 million British people, or 60 percent of the population, used the Internet between April and June 2001  61% go online at home, and 32 % at work. A further 32% go online at Internet cafes, libraries, friends' houses, or schools.  10.4% go online with a mobile phone, 1.6% with a PDA, 4.3% use interactive TV, and 9.3% go online using a games console or other device. The investigations carried out in the UK and Sweden underline the rapid change from few exclusive users of Internet to access to Internet for all independently of age, sex or income. 
Primary Lines of Development for Internet User Experience
From a product development point of view the actual technical development of the Internet is less interesting than the users experience of the technology. Currently there is an ongoing technical development of the Internet access forms that is fundamentally changing the user experience of the Internet. This opens up new opportunities for innovative e-services.
In the present situation the majority of Internet users access Internet through the dial-up PSTN (Public Switched Telephone Network) connection. The share of mobile Internet connection as well as broadband fixed access increases continuously. To understand how the user experience changes we investigate and compare dial-up, mobile and broadband Internet connections from some of the most important aspects of this experience.
Such as:
 Presentation as defined by users relative experience of the accessing terminal equipment's capability to offer rich media experiences.  Bandwidth as defined by users relative experience of data transmission capacity.  Accessibility as defined by users potential choice to use Internet in Time and Space.  Presence as defined by the technological infrastructure that is already in operation or currently in planning to be built in a few years time.
In order to make this analysis possible we have assumed that infrastructure in planning will be built with similar technical characteristics as already commercially operational and successful next generation infrastructure, like I-mode or DSL-type broadband access. The table above shows clearly how dial-up, mobile and stationary/semi-stationary broadband user experiences differ radically. The dial-up Internet is limited in all aspects while mobile and stationary/semi-stationary complement each other. It means that if one aspect is weak for the stationary access, it is then strong for the mobile access. At the same time the presence aspect has the same quality for both mobile and stationary accesses but is fundamentally different from today's dial-up connections.
Today and in the near future there will be two concurrent and complimentary forms of access. Thus the debate about either mobile or stationary broadband access should be more on in which situations that should mobile or broadband connection instead of promoting one or other form of access.
In a few more years the broadband (2Mbit or more) will be combined with mobility and the situation will then be different. See table below. The limitations in usage will be more due to human body's functions and human behavior than technique. It is possible for us to use all the facilities and possibilities whole we move together with the terminal in the transportation object such as train, plane or bus but it can virtually impossible to watch a screen or write at the same time while running, cycling, skiing or swimming.
Consequences
The resulting situation is natural and desirable both for the user and for the provider of the service that can offer concurrent and complimentary services in a portfolio of these different forms of access. This way the mobile and stationary broadband service will form a whole with much higher value for the user. And as a consequence an eservice that takes advantage of this situation can provide a much higher value for the customer than a service that is only delivered using one of the access forms.
Game Industry
Games are mostly considered as leisure, pass-time activities but games have been used in many situations and for different purposes. Today the other purposes can be such as education, marketing or personal development. 
Gaming's role in the future will take place and have a market outside the entertainment business... ...plays and games are important phenomena and they deserve a better reputation than a pastime activity for children and youngsters. There are prejudices against gaming considering it not serious" or unnecessary pastime. But an understanding how this activity can be used by people of any age and for other purposes can result in a big market and broad usage. (Anders Frank, Spelandets roll i framtiden, September 2000)

Computer Games as On-Line Services
Online games are an emerging market with many opportunities and challenges for game developers. While developers have expertise in designing and developing game experiences, they require additional knowledge about the business and technology implications of online games in order to
Computer Games and Segmentation Based on Time
Consumer Behaviors and Priorities Based on Time
To predict consumer behaviour is tricky because there are so many factors of cultural and psychological importance that influence specific individual consumer actions. But for the sake of reasoning we will assume that a statistical group of consumers will tend to make rational decisions based on important priorities in their current life situation. Such an important priority could be perceived scarcity of a particular resource, like time or money.
If we look closer at our consumer segments time-rich, money-poor and time-poor, money-rich it becomes clear that they have fundamentally different priorities and therefore will be attracted by different value-propositions. The time-rich, money-poor will be attracted to propositions of time-consuming experiences for less money. Soap operas on TV are a very typical example of a product tailor made for this group. It consumes enormous amounts of time and its free or rather its not free but as a consumer you don't pay with money but with time when you watch commercials. On the other hand the time-poor, money-rich will be attracted by propositions of high quality and rich experiences with a low expenditure of time and will often gladly pay more for this.
Computer Games
As most things in the post-industrial era, computer games can be either commercialised as products or services or a combination of both. To get an understanding of what this means for computer games we can make the following rough definitions of the concepts of products and services.

With product we mean a packaged, self-contained experience or object for unlimited use.
With service we mean an on-demand or real-time produced experience which use is limited by time and/or resource expenditure.
These definitions are obviously not sufficient or correct for all types of products and services but they are good enough for our purpose of analysing computer games relative our proposed market segments. Some of the more important aspects of computer games as products respective services can be seen in table 3.
TABLE 3 Computer Games as Products and Services
Computer games As Products As Services
Shrink-wrapped boxes, sold in a store Monthly fee for online network gaming or pay per minute for cellular network-games Can be solo-play, multiplayer and/or network oriented Sold over the internet or in internet cafés The game-application is sometimes free for download and s sometimes sold as a product in stores
To further analyse this, we have tried to create an inventory of competitive features for computer games as both products and services for our respective consumer segment.
Currently most of computer games offered on the market as well as supportive business like computer games magazines and computer games stores shows that the whole industry aims towards a consumer segment that demands lots of experience time for a small amount of money. This is confirmed when speaking to people currently working in the industry where "truths" about the consumer market are typically expressed like "A game has to have at least a 100 hours of playing time to sell at all today, two years ago it was sufficient with 30 hours." (from interview with Robert B. computer games designer, 2001) or "Our customers have a small and fixed amount of money each month to spend on entertainment. We compete with both the music industry and the film industry about as large a share of this amount as possible each month. If we lower our prices they won't buy a second game, they will go somewhere else and buy a bloody record for that money" (stated by game storeowner in discussion with employees about pricing, 1991). Long mood-setting intro films. No set-up time.
Real-time experience in an immersive media setting. Intense experience.
Co-creator features like editors for game-spaces or objects.
Fixed playing time. "Hey, lets take a break and play a 15 minutes Quake session!"
Addictiveness based on continued and escalating experience. "I just have to check the next level, do this last task, talk to that guy, plan that strategy…" Guaranteed sense of fulfilment after each fixed-time game session.
Fixed cost for unlimited use.
Addictiveness based on repeat experience of similar quality. "I need a quick fix to be able to work for another hour." A working second hand market. Payment based on actual use of service.
Character developing by in-game experience over a longplaying time. Possibilities to tailor and enhance experience by paying for extra features, higher levels etc… Real-time experience in an immerse-media setting.
Intense experience for a short time. Or a continuous lowintense experience in the background while working, interspersed with high intensity short time experiences.
Co-creator features like a possibility to change or expand the game by in-game actions.
Possibility to hire "day-care" for in-game characters when not playing in a persistent game.
Possibility to acquire game-creator status and power based on in-game merits.
Fixed playing time. "I'll take a 15 minutes break so I can try that new rocket launcher in the arena"
Fixed monthly cost for unlimited use.
Addictiveness based on repeat experience of similar but escalating quality. "I got to get some inspiration by trying out that new rocket launcher on sale for 25$."
An equal experience for all players in network games regardless of out of game player finances.
The above tables show clearly that there are big differences between competitive features in these consumer segments. Sometimes they are even mutually exclusive. Time-poor don't want intros and they hate setuptime. Time-rich like long intros and want to co-create by changing and editing everything before play-start.
An interesting question is what happens if you mix features wrong? A stunning example of this is a game as service that was offered to consumers by a Swedish mobile-phone operator during 2001. The game was attractive for kids and based on a continued and escalating experience. Thus it offered a value proposition for time-rich, money-poor. But at the same time they charged for it as a service with payment based on actual use per minute. This is typically a payment model attractive to time-poor, money-rich. After a couple of weeks they had to shut down the service due to a highly aggressive media-campaign launched by parents who had no intention of paying the huge phone-bills their kids had accumulated.
The results seen in the two tables above show an inventory of competitive features for computer games for time-rich, money-poor and time-poor, money-rich. These results are based on interviews at computer games shops and with computer games developers, observations and own experiences as well as from computer game related press. It was much easier to obtain information about time-rich money-poor-group than on time-poor, money-rich group and thus too create an inventory for time-poor, money-rich was much more difficult.
An example of already existing studies of games for time-poor is development at MIT placed in Dublin, Irland. Most video games tend to get the pulse racing, but researchers in Dublin, are working on developing games to help calm people. Sales of computer games hit a record year in 2001 with more than 1.6 billion GBP, the European Leisure Publishers Association (Elspa) said. It also found that demand for software and consoles increased by 36% on the previous year. Most investments go into development of games for the time-rich group that wants to get as much value for as long time as possible. It means that new games are longer and more complex so that you can for the same amount of money use it without repetition for longer time. This approach disregards the needs of time-poor where the majority of wealthy people are.
One of games is the two
As has been shown above the time-poor wants intense but fixed-time and short gaming experiences. This can easily be translated into low production costs. At the same time they have the ability to pay more and will do so for a higher quality of experience. This points towards the opportunity to create a new and highly lucrative gaming industry aimed at the time-poor, money-rich.
Conclusions
There is an ongoing discussion on market segmentation based on age and sex. However, to segment the market on time-rich and time-poor looks much more relevant considering the nature of any e-services. This segmentation better captures the purpose of gaming and the preferences of each group. The time-poor are mostly wealthier than the time-rich but games today typically aim at the time-rich. The gaming needs and economical potential of time-poor are not considered and only addressed indirectly (by addressing children to time-poor and rich people). This paper discusses characteristics, needs and the possibilities for development of games as e-services especially for time-poor. 
